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Abstract 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this research is to provide information about premium consumable 
companies’ packaging strategy related to communication, environmental sustainability and 
innovation. Additionally, it studies how the areas mentioned can provide the companies with a 
competitive advantage. 
 
Methods: A multiple case study has been conducted on Swedish premium brand owners in the 
consumable market, utilized by grounded theory. 
 
Findings: The case companies value genuineness in their communication strategy, specifically 
when it is connected to the location it is based on and choose to focus on specific attributes that 
communicate stories about the brand also related to the origin of the company. Materials is used 
so it correlates with how the company wants to be perceived by the consumer. All companies 
incorporate some form of environmental sustainable strategy. The companies project 
exclusivity through shape choice, material use, location and heritage profiling, retail location 
as well as the usability of the packaging, which also provides a competitive advantage for the 
companies. 
 
Contribution: The study will aid new and established corporations missing a dedicated 
packaging strategy related to the categories discussed.  Instead of companies investing time and 
resources on dedicated research, this study may instead help companies gain further insight by 
providing information of how established and newly formed companies already navigate their 
packaging strategy regarding communication, environmental sustainability and innovation. As 
previous literature has not explored the researched area, this study has contributed with 
information regarding premium primary packaging and served as a portal to premium brand 
owners decisions regarding the categories. 
 
Limitations: The study is aimed to provide information about the packaging strategy of 
premium brand owners, however it does not take inconsideration any potential financial gain. 
The study was not able to be verified by repetition. The study does not consider the supply 
chain of packaging. Finally, it is limited to three brand owners related to consumable premium 
packaging. 
 
Keywords: Premium primary packaging, packaging strategy, competitive advantage, 
exclusivity. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The first chapter of the thesis is aimed to present the research with a theoretical motivation for 
the study. It is going to provide a research purpose complimented with two research questions 
and address a literature gap. Finally, it is going to discuss the practical relevance of research 
area. 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Primary packaging has recently attracted great interest in the form of “unboxing videos” on the 
internet seen by hundreds of millions of potential consumers (Ramos-Serrano and Herrero-Diz, 
2016). This gives companies an incentive to acquire competitive experience, as their packaging 
receives more exposure. Primary packaging contains the consumer product and provides an 
additional motive for a purchase (Hellström and Nilsson et al. 2011). The primary package does 
not only protect the product but also serves as a “silent salesman” according to Wells et al. 
(2007), stating that packaging is considered one of the most important carriers when 
communicating the brand message directly to the targeted consumer. Another function is to 
display and promote the end product in stores by attracting attention as well as creating a 
positive impression, leading to the purchase of the product in a highly competitive environment 
(Rundh, 2005). Primary packaging could be seen as the sole customer interaction available to 
the brand owners. Pousette et al. (2014) argue that brand owners and companies interact heavily 
with their customers through consumer product packaging on a daily basis. Thus, primary 
packaging innovation in terms of usability and openability communicates extensively with the 
consumer. Usability and ease of opening a package motivate future purchases of the product 
(Pousette et al. 2014). Rundh (2005) argues that innovation in packaging is a key strategy for 
remaining competitive and to survive in the global market. 
 
Packaging designers are focused on balancing the needs for product protection, material use 
efficiency, and the packaging materials impact on the environment from cradle to cradle in a 
supply chain (Dominic et al. 2015). Future research studies in regard to an integrated packaging 
design model should result in a greater understanding of waste/product loss across the supply 
chain, and an in depth understanding of environmental sustainability (recycling/reusability) of 
the material Dominic (2005).  
 
Quality is the main element of purchasing decisions (Mohammadi et al. 2015) due to the fact 
that packaging serves as an extrinsic cue for product quality by indicating to the consumer if it 
is justifiable to pay a premium price (Grunert et al. 2004). Premium brands position their 
products to be exclusive and focus on the primary package. This calls for a holistic and 
systematic view on the packaging strategy with regards to innovation, environmental 
sustainability and communication. Additionally, Olsmats and Dominic (2003) point out that an 
integrated packaging system is increasingly becoming a critical factor to determine the success 
in the marketplace. Packaging strategy should be a systematic approach depending on the 
outcomes the brand owner wants to achieve with the package. A premium brand that wishes to 
convey exclusiveness should focus not only on the product but also on the primary package. 
Therefore, it is vital to study how premium brand owners tailor their primary packaging strategy 
in relation to packaging innovation, environmental sustainability and communication and how 
a competitive advantage is achieved. A multiple case study was conducted to serve the purpose 
of this study. The companies chosen are premium brand owners in the Swedish market. A total 
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of three companies were selected for the study: Pastillfabriken, specializing in confectionary; 
ACO, a pharmaceutical and skincare company and finally Björk and Berries, a natural and 
organic cosmetics company.  
 
1.2 Research Purpose & Question 
 
The purpose of this research is to provide information about how premium consumable 
companies’ packaging strategy relates to communication, environmental sustainability and 
innovation. Additionally, it studies how the areas mentioned can provide a competitive 
advantage. 
 
Research questions: 
 
What is the premium primary packaging strategy of premium brand owners in regards to 
communication, environmental sustainability and innovation?  
 
How can primary packaging deliver a competitive advantage using innovation, communication 
and environmental sustainability?  
 
1.3 Literature Gap 
 
There is a lack of research done in premium primary packaging strategy in regards to 
innovation, environmental sustainability and communication (Dominic, 2019). Faccio et al. 
(2015) states that the packaging strategy definition has not been sufficiently studied, and there 
are no contributions focused specifically on this area. Furthermore, we have not found any 
literature on primary packaging strategy in regards to innovation, communication and 
environmental sustainability and how it can deliver a competitive advantage. 
 
1.4 Practical Relevance 
 
As consumers increasingly watch unboxing videos online (Ramos-Serrano and Herrero-Diz, 
2016), packaging is the main focus in the genre acting as an additional incentive to purchase a 
product. Meanwhile, the global startup community is increasingly growing (Stangler, 2019), 
but are usually lacking expertise in packaging (Nisen, 2014). This research will provide 
information to companies interested in packaging strategies related to communication, 
environmental sustainability and innovation. 
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2 Theoretical Framework 
 
The following section is aimed to provide fundamental theory to the research. The chapter 
begins with defining primary packaging and premium packaging. It continues by defining 
strategy and packaging strategy. Furthermore, the theory will address competitive advantage, 
innovation and usability, packaging material and environmental sustainability and finally 
communication. The introductory text before each section will provide information of how the 
theory was used in the thesis.  
 
2.1 Conceptual analysis model 
 
Previous research in the area was used to iteratively create new data. By using previous theories 
in order to gain knowledge in the area studied, interview questions to the case studies was 
created. Subsequently, it was translated to original empirical data based on the results of the 
interviews. Increased iteration correlates with a higher trustworthiness and validity. The 
iteration in this case only occurred once. In future studies it would preferably be iterated until 
satisfactory saturation.  Figure 1 illustrates how the litterateur was used. 
 
 
 
      

         Figure 1 Conceptual analysis model.  
 
 
 
 
2.2 Primary Packaging 
 
Primary packaging is the final piece of packaging between the product and the end user. The 
main function of primary packaging is to safeguard the physical, thermal and chemical-
bacteriological integrity of the product (Vernuccio et al. 2010) and protect it along the supply 
chain. It also functions to display and promote the end product in stores by attracting the 
consumer’s attention as well as leave a positive impression leading to the purchase of the 
product in a highly competitive environment (Rundh, 2005). 
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2.3 Premium Packaging  
 
To clarify the research, this section provides a definition of the term premium packaging. 
 
Premium products can be defined as products that intend to generate overall higher quality and 
price perceptions through additional attributes and selective distribution (Quelch, 1987). 
Mohammadi et al. (2015) state that quality is the main element of purchasing decisions whether 
it be the quality of product or quality of packaging. Based on the notion that packaging serves 
as an extrinsic cue for product quality, indicating to the consumer if it is justifiable to pay a 
premium price (Grunert et al, 2004). Packaging associates the ideas of a specific product with 
quality that remains with consumers (Gonzalez et al., 2007).  
 
2.4 Packaging Strategy 
 
The research studies premium packaging strategy. To provide a deeper insight on premium 
packaging strategy, it was split into two parts. First, defining premium in the previous section 
proceeding to defining the packaging strategy, and why it aids in marketing, resulting in higher 
sales. 
 
Harckham (1989) states that a strategy is a plan to reach specific objectives or results. Or as 
defined by Porter (1996), strategy is the creation of a unique and valuable position, involving 
activities that are different from those of the rivals. A packaging strategy needs to be placed to 
reach the company’s vision. According to Harckham (1989) a packaging strategy gives a 
holistic view and makes it easier to combine all packaging-related functions, which impact the 
overall performance. The strategy is put to achieve the company mission and business vision 
(Olsmats and Dominic, 2003). If a company chooses to change its brand image and target a new 
segment of consumers it must change the packaging strategy as well as its marketing strategy. 
Packaging is an essential component for our lifestyle and the way business is organized (Rundh, 
2005). Packaging needs to fulfil several functions as suggested by previous research: the 
logistics function, the marketing function, and in providing convenience in handling and storing 
the product (Prendergast and Pitt, 1996). It is evident in the marketing literature that packaging 
is playing a vital role as a marketing tool in many market areas by protection, promotion and 
user convenience (Rundh, 2005). The primary package does not only protect the product but it 
also serves as a “silent salesman”, in that the package creates an incentive to buy the product. 
Wells et al. (2007) state that packaging represents one of the most important platforms for 
communicating the brand message directly to the target consumer. 
Rundh (2005) concluded that even a small investment in packaging derives a significant gain 
in sales, which should be accounted for in forming the business strategy. It is vital to understand 
and get an in-depth understanding of customers needs and wants when the inter-functional 
teams plan the innovation strategy (Vernuccio et al. 2010). Rundh (2005) argues that packaging 
improves sales as it is one of the key components that deliver a commercial advantage in the 
competitive arena of fast-moving consumer goods. Kuvykaite et al. (2009) argue that the 
package stimulates impulsive buying behavior which results in increasing market share as well 
as reducing promotional costs.  
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2.5 Competitive Advantage 
 
The literature used in this section, is to discuss how employing packaging may aid the creation 
of a competitive advantage and sustain it. It will be used as a point of reference in the analysis. 
 
Rundh (2005) argues that as long as the firm adopts a competitive strategy where it employs 
resources and capabilities in a way that is superior to its competitors, it should be possible to 
form and sustain a competitive advantage. Moreover, sustaining a  competitive advantage 
depends on various aspects according to Rundh (2005) such as durability (product innovation, 
product brand and cost of raw material) and transferability (transfer of knowledge or 
technology). Consequently, a continuous search for  a competitive advantage has intensified 
the level of innovation in packaging (Vernuccio et al. 2010). Rundh (2005) argues that 
innovation in packaging is a key strategy for remaining competitive and to survive in the global 
market. Previous literature proposes that packaging innovation can be a value-adding tool to 
the product. Technology plays a major part in the novelty of packages. Mohammadi et al. (2015) 
states that the role of technology in packaging is to meet consumers needs and requirements. 
Therefore, it is established that highly selected packages by consumers are those with newer 
technologies (Esmaeilpour et al. 2010). 
 
2.6 Packaging Innovation & Usability  
 
Innovation being a part of the three main dimensions, defining it and showing how it is related 
to communication through marketing led innovation benefits the study. However, innovation 
should be both novel and value adding and that is where usability comes into play. 
Consequently, the terms usability and innovation are connected. 
 
Innovation is the production or adoption, recognition, and exploitation of a value-added novelty 
in economic and social spheres such as renewal and enlargement of products, services, and 
markets, development of new methods of production and establishment of new management 
systems (Crossan and Apaydin. 2010). Innovation should not only be thought of in a novelty 
sense but in a physical aspect as well, represented in usability. The usage period of a product 
communicates a great deal with the consumer, as Pousette et al. (2014) argue that brand owners 
and companies interact heavily with their customers through consumer product packaging on a 
daily basis. These interactions represent an experience that could determine future purchases of 
a product. Qualities such as openability that make handling the product easier, should take into 
consideration the size of the product as well as the instructions for opening the product. In the 
international standard ISO 9241-11 (2018) which is concerned with ergonomics of human-
system interaction, the definition of usability is described as “the extent to which a system, 
product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”. 
Vernuccio et al. (2010) has determined the dimensions of marketing-led packaging innovation. 
Accordingly, it is concerned with the practical, ideal, emotional and critical values that 
innovative packaging can deliver to users of the packaged offering. In the practical dimension 
it is made clear that the functional value that includes re-sealability and ease of handling work 
as stimulating forces for use and future use of a product. 
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        Table 1 Principal marketing dimensions of innovation in packaging  
        (Vernuccio et al. 2010, 337). 

  
 
 
2.7 Packaging Material & Environmental sustainability 
 
The theory regarding environmental sustainability serves as a way to fill gaps not accounted 
for in the results chapter. It will also act as a way to confirm and support data, found in the 
analysis section and to suggest further improvements. 
 
Primary packaging design can have a noticeable effect on the environment. Vernuccio et al. 
(2010) highlights the importance of space-saving primary packaging as it can be used as a tool 
to optimize load saturation and thereby reduce the number of delivery vehicles required, as well 
as shipments by air or rail. Consequently, leading to a reduction of packaged weight which will 
positively affect the transport costs. According to Wakeland et al. (2012), transportation is the 
largest contributor toward global warming in the developed countries. To further provide 
factual numbers, data from Statistics Sweden (2019) is used for information related to the 
transportation section. 
Mensitieri et al. (2011) investigates packaging materials from renewable resources. They 
conclude that a wider use of biopolymers would lower the environmental impact in comparison 
to polymers from petrochemical sources. Related, van Velzen (2019) discusses opportunities to 
prolong the shelf life of a consumable product and concludes that in making the right choices 
degradation may stop and triple the shelf life of a product. This theory is used to suggest new 
methods for packaging. 
The study references regulatory framework from the Swedish National Food Agency (2019), 
the supervising authority for issues relating to food, protecting consumers interests and setting 
regulations to uphold quality. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (2014) has 
provided a study regarding nudging in relation to environmental sustainability. The study 
provides insights into behavioral science, with a goal to promote sustainable behavior among 
the public. This is done by subtle cues steering people into certain decisions. Pantamera (2019) 
is a Swedish company responsible for deposit systems of recyclable PET bottles and metal cans. 
The study uses statistics from their database related to plastic recycling. Keep Sweden Tidy 
Foundation (2019) is a nonprofit organisation that aims to combat litter and promote recycling. 
The organization has a vast database of facts regarding littering and plastic waste. 
Lagarón et al. (2011) describes the criteria the material is required to meet in order to be a valid 
form of packaging, stating that companies need to fulfil high standards. Composite materials 
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can be shown to have a positive effect relative to environmental sustainability since they do not 
use the same amount of natural gases or toxic chemicals in production as do pure oiled based 
plastics (Ashori, 2011). However, according to Mitchell et al. (2014), recycling composites can 
prove difficult, as there are limited options of approaches.  
Vernuccio et al. (2010) argue that the main function of primary packaging is to safeguard the 
thermal, physical and chemical-bacteriological integrity of the product. Thus, the choice of 
materials does not only protect, but also communicates and provides information about the 
product. The research has crystalized three reoccurring materials that is used within the case 
companies packaging strategy: glass, aluminum and plastics.  
 
Glass containers used in food packaging are often surface-coated to provide lubrication in the 
production line and eliminate scratching or surface abrasion and line jams (Marsh and Bugusu, 
2007). Despite the fact that glass is recyclable and reusable, glass is heavier than other materials, 
adding to transportation costs. 
  
Aluminum is flexible and provides great malleability. Despite being an ideal material for 
recycling due to its ability to be reclaimed and processed into new products, aluminum is 
relatively more costly compared to other metals and can not be welded (Marsh and Bugusu, 
2007). 
  
Plastics are lightweight and inexpensive materials, they are highly polymerized compounds 
consisting mainly of carbon and hydrogen, but may require petroleum and natural gas for their 
production. Thermoplastics tend to soften upon exposure to heat but return to their original 
condition at room temperature making them ideal for packaging of consumed goods. All 
polymers are recyclable, however some practical limitations exist in separation for certain 
products (Marsh and Bugusu 2007). 
  
2.8 Packaging Communication 
 
The literature used in the following category will serve as a foundation for the theme 
communication found in the analysis. The literature was updated in order to uphold relevancy 
to the questions answered from the case companies since within the interviews, subcategories 
were discovered and expanded upon. The subcategories discovered in the communications 
category were: verbal and non-verbal elements, storytelling, association and location. 
 
Communication has an important role in product packaging as a marketing communicator for 
brand managers (Underwood and Klein, 2002). Gonzalez et al. (2007) consider packaging as a 
component to communicate an added value to the consumer through increasing the perceived 
benefits to consumers, a sense of positive attributes. Packaging materials can influence quality 
perceptions for consumers.   
Rundh (2005) mentions that the typical shopper passes about 300 items per minute in an average 
supermarket, ergo the package must attract as well as serve many of the sales tasks for signaling 
a favorable impression. Sogn-Grundvåg and Østli (2009) claim that the packaging is vital in 
terms of communicating an adequate message about the product to the consumer. Thus, it could 
be maintained that the package is the sole communication between a product and the final 
consumer in the shop (Gonzalez et al. 2007). Consequently, Kuvykaite et al. (2009) states that 
the role of a package in marketing communications increases: it must grab consumers attention 
and transmit adequate value of product to consumer in the brief period right in the place of sale. 
This is evident by the increased demand on properties for printability among the packaging 
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suppliers (Rundh, 2005). Primary packaging can be used as an “added-value” tool to 
communicate product attributes and minimize product failure (Gonzalez et al. 2007). 
 
2.8.1 Verbal and non-verbal 
 
An efficient communicative package design should include the following elements according 
to Smith and Taylor (2004) form, size, color, graphics, material and flavor. However, it is 
important to differentiate the verbal and nonverbal elements. Kuvykaite et al. (2009) conclude 
that graphic, color, size, form, and material are visual elements (nonverbal), while product 
information, producer, country-of-origin and brand are considered verbal elements. 
Furthermore, Rundh (2009) discusses the role of higher quality printing techniques, which can 
deliver a luxurious or prestigious appeal. The colors used in Sweden are usually muted. They 
have an organic visual and are quite muted (Kindelan, 2018). The colors red and green are of 
interest as it evokes cues of environmental sustainability (green) and arousal and excitement in 
the color red (Lyons and Wien, 2017). 
 
2.8.2 Storytelling, Association and Location 
 
Wu and Fu (2007) explored the significance of brand origin and what effect the country of 
production had on the consumers purchase intentions. The cues for “made in” have significant 
impact of the evaluation of quality, and the origin of the brand influenced the purchase 
intention. The consumer will perceive the product as lacking quality when the manufacturing 
occurs in a developing country. Related to brand origin, the brand heritage is relevant. 
Wiedmann et al (2011) discusses brand heritage, and how it is a key performer in today's 
marketing. Consumers interpretation of corporate brand reputation is constantly developing, 
past experiences with corporations are of importance. Related, storytelling is a communication 
tool companies can use to differentiate and combine facts and emotions in a way which relates 
to the consumer (Costa, 2019). Companies cannot always dictate how to be perceived by the 
public. Consumers have differing opinions regarding perceived material sustainability Steenins 
et al. (2017). Since sustainability can refer to multiple aspects, such as recyclability, reusability 
or the excessive use of packaging there may be some confusion in the communication strategy 
towards the consumers. Rundh (2005) adds that changes in consumers attitudes influenced by 
the media can shift the choice of materials in the packaging industry and have strategic effects 
on it. 
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3 Methods  
 
This chapter will describe the tools, methods and approaches used in the research. 
Additionally, it will present the case companies and discuss validity, verification and ethical 
perspectives.  
 
3.1 Literature Study 
 
Using the databases for scientific articles Scopus, Discovery and Google Scholar a selection of 
peer reviewed articles was chosen. The articles were evaluated based on relevance, number of 
citations and year. The data selection focused on innovation, environmental sustainability and 
communication separately and combined related to primary packaging. Additional sources 
were used to provide further information. By linking the result to the theory summarized it will 
be stated if the results support, confirm or reject the literature in the analysis chapter.  
 
Table 2 illustrates a framework of how the study is constructed. First relevant theory was 
gathered, which generated questions and research purpose that the interview questions later was 
based on as well as exploring possible gaps in the research area. When the interviews 
concluded, the literature acted as a point of reference in the analysis to support, conclude or 
reject previous theory in the area studied.  
 
        Table 2 Framework for how the study was constructed. 

Theory Translation Result Analysis 

 
Communication 

  
Communication 

 

 
Environmental 
Sustainability  

Measuring tool 
(Interviews, 
information 
gathering) 
 
Measuring data 
 

 
Environmental 
Sustainability 

Questions initially 
asked at the start of 
the research are 
answered 

  

Innovation  Innovation  

 
 
3.2 Qualitative Multiple Case Study 
  
This study uses a qualitative approach as it will not collect a considerable amount of data to be 
statically analyzed or measured. The study relies on answers from interview questions asked to 
specialized expertise within the companies. A case study approach was chosen to answer “how” 
questions (Yin, 2014). The study is explorative, reflected by the questions provided in the 
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interview. Cohen and Manion (2011) describe a case study as an observation of an individual 
unit. Three companies participated in the study making it a multiple case study. Biggam (2011) 
suggests that if the decision is made to conduct more than one case study it is important to apply 
the same research approach to each of the cases. The questions were identical for each company 
and performed in an equal amount of time. However, there are differences between face to face 
interviews and telephone interviews. Interviewing face to face allows for more personal contact 
and may seem more inviting to the interview subject compared to telephone interviews. Missing 
visual communication in the latter can also allow for misinterpretation, and static or other 
disturbances may cause issues when transcribing. However, telephone interviews can be 
beneficial as the absence of need to socially interact allows the interviewer to focus entirely on 
the questions. In addition, there is no risk to affect the interviewee responses by body language 
from the interviewer. 
 
3.3 Case Selection 
  
Yin (2014) acknowledges the six different ways of collecting data. These include 
documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation and 
physical artifacts. The researcher may increase capitalization by following three principles: 
using multiple sources of information, maintaining a chain of evidence and creating a case study 
base. The criteria for selection was based on companies defined as premium according to 
Quelch (1987), including: overall higher quality and price perception done by providing 
specific attributes and distributed through selective retailers. A specific motivation focused on 
a case by case scenario will be covered in the upcoming section. In the process of choosing 
companies to study a list of twenty companies was constructed. A process of contacting 
spokespersons for each individual company via mail and phone followed. After consultation 
with Chris Dominic and representatives from the companies if the research were relevant for 
the category of business, a choice was made to forthgo with a company or keep searching. 
 
 
The research aims to analyze the attributes related to premium packaging, ergo three companies 
in the premium category were considered. The following section contains a summary of each 
company and why it was considered. In each of the companies it was prioritized to interview 
the most qualified expertise related to the field of research to increase the validity of the study. 
To see the products and packaging discussed throughout the thesis see appendix 2.  
  
3.3.1 Pastillfabriken 
 
Pastillfabriken was founded in Gävle, Sweden in 2014 and specializes in confectionery. Their 
candies are produced with traditional, high-quality molding technology. Ingredients such as 
Arabic gum and Licorice with the percentages of 45% and 5% respectively are used along with 
various other Swedish flavors (Pastillfabriken, 2019). Pastillfabriken is regarded as a premium 
company as per the definition of Quelch (1987) not only because of their relatively high prices: 
45 SEK per 30 grams, but also in their use of packaging materials, primarily aluminum and a 
paper and plastic composite, as well as being sold in selective retail stores. The company has 
collaborations with the local whisky distillery Mackmyra, producing the very first Whisky 
Licorice candy in the world. (Mackmyra is also defined as a premium brand based on Quelch 
(1987) criteria.) The company has six employees, mainly previous employees of the 
confectionery conglomerate Cloetta. CEO Kenneth Wallström (2019) says their ambition was 
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to reestablish the history of Gävle’s local products through Swedish flavors. Pastillfabriken 
emphasizes the words knowledge, genuineness, and passion when describing their values 
(Pastillfabriken, 2019). The company uses two types of packaging. One is a squared aluminum 
box, only sold in specific markets such as museums and gift shops. The second is a plastic and 
paper composite and is sold in local convenience stores at a reduced price. Pastillfabriken was 
selected for its premium strategy in the confectionery market based on price, material selection 
and limited retailers. The person we interviewed holds the position as CEO of the company. 
The interview took place in Pastillfabrikens headquarters and lasted for 40 minutes. 
  
3.3.2 Björk and Berries 
  
Founded in 2006, Björk and Berries specializes in cosmetics in the premium category based on 
Quelch (1987) criteria (Björk and Berries, 2019). It started as a small project in northern 
Sweden, aiming to create a product entirely from natural sources. Their skincare products are 
made from Swedish natural ingredients and produced locally as well. Organic, vegan and non-
toxic skincare are the words they use to express their sustainable goals and a minimalistic 
strategy inspired from the Scandinavian culture, with products that are 100% recyclable (Björk 
and Berries, 2019). The brand profile emphasizes the environment and organic production 
(Björk and Berries, 2019). The packaging is mainly of plastic and glass. The text “Eco luxury” 
can be found at the company’s stores indicating that the products are aimed to be exclusive. 
The products can be purchased either first hand from the company or by selected retailers but 
are not sold in markets were similar products are retailed, making them comparatively 
exclusive. The company was chosen as it has a higher markup than similar products found in 
convenience stores. Helena Hesselman is the creative director for the company, and was the 
person interviewed for the subject. The interview occurred via telephone and lasted for 43 
minutes. 
 
3.3.3 ACO 
 
ACO produces pharmaceuticals and skincare products that range from budget to premium 
products and was founded in Sweden in 1939 (ACO, 2019). Additionally, it operates in 
Norway, Denmark and Finland. Their products are distributed through pharmacies, requiring 
them to use qualitative materials and ingredients (Apoteket, 2019). This results in higher priced 
products compared to what is found in retail. The combination qualifies ACO as a premium 
brand set to Quelch (1987) criteria. The company focuses on innovation and specifically 
usability showcased by their nomination by the Swedish cosmetics awards as the most 
innovative cosmetics brand. ACO believes packaging is a cycle. They have a recycling guide 
in their website, that provides guidelines and instruction on where and how to dispose of the 
product after use. Additionally, the website also educates consumers about each component and 
how it is recycled or reused. 
The interviewee, Kristina Andersson, is head of packaging and project management at Perrigo, 
owner of ACO. The interview was conducted via telephone and lasted for 30 minutes. 
 
3.4 Grounded theory 
 
Grounded theory is a general method used for theory development based on systematically 
gathered and analyzed data (Strauss and Corbin, 1994). As one of the approaches to gather and 
analyze data, grounded theory is one of the most common methodologies in qualitative 
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research. It acts as a framework when studying design, data collection and analysis with a goal 
of developing middle range theories (Ruppel and Mey, 2017). While there are several 
approaches to the methodology, in general grounded theory features theoretical sampling, 
specific procedures for coding and memo writing. Theoretical sampling refers to the collection 
of data and analysis that alternate during the research process. When analyzing the data; coding 
aids the research to develop reflections and conceptual ideas. In the development of the study 
the researcher keeps memos and tracks progress of conceptual ideas (Ruppel and Mey, 2017). 
Because of its iterative coding process and use of a litterateur as building blocks for new theory, 
the study uses in part the Straussian form of grounded theory popularized by Corbin and Strauss 
(1990). However, it also borrows from Deys (2008) theory stating that grounded theory can use 
different elements of each other and therefore the researcher has grounds to create their 
interpretation of grounded theory rooted in the base methodology. As there is no prior research 
coverage, this study aims to create new knowledge in the field of packaging. The study uses 
theoretical sampling where premium companies in primary packaging participated. The data 
collection was accumulated from open ended semi-structured interviews from three companies 
and subsequently coded. By comparing the data from the three case companies, the study 
achieves a thematic visualization presented in diagrams. As the study aims to create new 
knowledge in the field of packaging it uses an inductive approach. Thomas (2006) defines 
inductive research as condensing raw data into a summary format. The researcher needs to 
establish a link between the research question and the findings delivered from the data. A 
presentation of the methodology used in its entirety follows. 
   
3.5 Interviews 
  
Interviews are an important information source when conducting a case study (Yin, 2014). A 
semi-structured interview relies on a set number of questions, which allows for dynamic follow-
up questions. In order to gather data and provide structure to the research, three semi-structured 
interviews were constructed, with three central themes communication, innovation and 
environmental sustainability. Since the research uses semi structured interviews it followed a 
set protocol to help guide the interview forward, meaning that the questions were pre selected 
based on literature gaps from previous research mentioned earlier in the paper. The questions 
went through an iteration process were they were written down in a raw manner (unprecised) 
which subsequently got more toned and specified as weeks were spent to discuss and specify 
what relevant information the answers from the questions would provide. This was blended 
with integrated spontaneous conversations when a topic of interest was present and in need of 
expansion. This type of interview was beneficial because of the flexibility it provided the 
researchers to expand on information not foreseen to be presented. The same result might have 
been reached by utilizing questioners, and it would presumably have reached more subjects of 
interest based on the simplified accessibility. However, the choice was made to use semi 
structured interviews since it allows for a dynamic in depth conversation unlike questionnaires. 
The interviews took place during visits and via telephone. The interviews focused on the role 
of primary packaging as a value creator. The three categories are defined as: 
  
Communication: What the package expresses to the consumer, including but not limited to: 
color, shape, persona, graphic design what message it conveys, how it sells the product and the 
connection to the brand, what makes it exclusive. 
  
Innovation: Usability, value creator for the consumer, dosage, new ways to pack, materials, 
easily unpacked, additional usage after unpacking and thermally protected. 
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Environmental sustainability: CO2, recycling, product endurance, scraps, disposal, littering, 
protection. 
 
The questions of the interview are included in appendix 1.  
  
3.6 Transcription 
  
The IRC (2019) describes the transcription as the action of providing spoken words into a 
written account. This is generally conducted in group or individual interviews in written 
verbatim. The interviews were recorded with vocal consent from the participants. The 
recordings were processed in the application Temi (Rev, Version 1.12) serving as a 
transcription software. The transcriptions were subsequently manually processed and verified. 
Since a portion of the interviews were done via telephone, connection issues sometimes made 
the transcription inaudible. 
 
3.7 Coding 
  
Coding is not a precise science but an interpretive act, and to make the coding process entirely 
accurate is a challenge. Thus, a code is not supposed to just reduce the data but instead distill, 
summarize and condense it (Saldaña, 2015). Additionally, coding is linking rather than just 
labeling.  
The recorded interviews were transcribed using the application Temi (Rev, Version 1.12), and 
the transcribed content was then reviewed for verification and validation purposes. 
Coding was done via the software NVivo  (QSR International, Version 12.1)  and used to 
conduct the analysis of the transcribed documents. The software was used as a tool to code 
qualitative data, it organizes, visualizes and stores the data to back up findings. The transcribed 
interviews were used in the software to enable manual finding of themes and patterns. Patterns 
are the repetitive occurrence of data or actions that appear more than twice (Saldaña, 2015). 
The interview questions were designed to gain a deeper understanding of packaging strategy in 
the subjects of innovation, environmental sustainability, and communication, and to explore the 
navigation process of the premium primary packaging strategy; additionally, to explore the 
competitive advantage. Subcategories which had not been taken into consideration initially 
were added after each interview. Figure 2 represents the coding process and the movement from 
raw data to new findings. Each interview was read through, and each sentence, phrase or 
paragraph relevant to the aforementioned categories was then placed accordingly. 
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                                     Figure 2 A streamlined codes to theory and new  
                                     findings (Saldaña 2015, 14). 
 
The data was coded as per three main themes which were: communication, innovation and 
environmental sustainability.  
 The coding process was conducted in Nvivo, the data from the interviews was consolidated in 
the main three categories which are Innovation, environmental sustainability and 
communication. The raw data from the interviews was coded according to the content of the 
phrase in one of the categories, however some content touched basis on specific areas within 
the categories. For example; in the Björk and Berries interview Hesselman spoke about the 
targeted consumer who is an environmentally conscious, busy, working lady, thus this will be 
coded in the subcategory of persona but under the umbrella of communication. Another 
example is when Andersson from ACO spoke about how the product primary packaging should 
be openable and usable. This would be coded under the subcategory of usability under the 
innovation umbrella and so on and so forth. The software Nvivo would then calculate a 
percentage of the whole interview data covering a specific category and subcategory called 
Coverage percentage. These percentages where then extracted to visualize the data in excel. 
Some interviews had extremely high coverage percentages as they were focused on the main 
categories, while others were less focused and the interviewee engaged on other functions of 
packaging which has affected the researched categories’ percentages. This has affected the 
spider diagrams that used the coverage percentages as the plots to visualize the data. 
 
3.8 Data Analysis 
 
3.8.1 Word Cloud 
A word cloud of the interview transcripts was created in order to provide an insight into the 
most frequently used words from the interviews. The word cloud was edited and insignificant 
words were removed. The aim of this process was to validate the themes initially selected. 
 
3.8.2 Themes 
The interviews were coded according to the themes that related to the research questions and 
the word cloud. As the interviews are semi-structured, the subjects were not lead, but instead 
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asked further questions when clarification was required. The coding followed the theme of the 
answers even when the aim of the question was to clarify a different topic. 
  
3.8.3 Codifying 
Following the coding process, recoding and codifying followed. Codifying is organizing the 
data and re-applying codes, permitting the data to be grouped and linked. NVivo yielded a 
coverage percentage from the interview documents, demonstrating how much of the interview 
transcript was in a specific node - another word for code. Thus, any mention of e g how the 
brand image is communicated resulted in a code for the node “communication” etc. Thus, each 
node was characterized by a percentage quantifying its data. Coverage percentages of each node 
were visualized as our results to draw conclusions from. As we encountered some difficulties 
in visualizing all data within the software we exported the data to an Excel worksheet. Tables 
of each node and the coverage percentage of the coded data were created. This enabled us to 
create diagrams and visualize the data (see table 10 in results chapter). 
   
3.9 Validity and reliability 
  
In qualitative research validity refers to how appropriate the tools, data and process are to reach 
and answer the research question. Validity increases if the research question is valid to reach a 
desired outcome, and the choice of methodology is suitable in order to address the research 
question.If the data and sampling is reasonable, and finally if the conclusion and results 
correlates with the context and samples (Leung, 2015). In other word how valid the findings 
and therefore the conclusion of the study is. 
  
This study aims to visualize the packaging strategy in premium companies. Therefore, the main 
collection of data originates from interviews related to the research question. By interviewing 
the most qualified personnel, the study increases its validity. The companies selected had no 
incentive to take part of the study. Pastillfabriken and Björk and Berries have no connection to 
the researchers, university or professors. Kristina Andersson from ACO have been in contact 
with the supervisor of the study during previous research. 
  
The transcript was made in two stages. First via software processing, then manually. The coding 
was processed objectively by the software program NVivo (QSR International, Version 12.1). 
When the interview took place in the same room the body language and tone were discussed, if 
it was perceived to affect the answers. 
  
In qualitative research the essence in reliability is provided by the consistency (Leung, 2015) 
in comparison to quantitative research were the main concern is if it is possible to repeat the 
study with similar results. Qualitative research is therefore more subjective, contextual and 
interpretive. Consequently, the emphasis is put on the constancy in the research (CIRT, 2019). 
There are four aspects to consider when conducting qualitative research. 
Credibility refers to the overall trustworthiness of the findings. The richness of the data poses 
higher value than the amount accumulated. This study arguably achieves this by interviewing 
specialized professionals that holds the highest position in the area studied. 
Transferability underlines if the results may be transferred to another context. If the study can 
be applied to other similar settings, situations or populations. By describing the context of the 
study, it assists the reader to appropriately apply the findings of the research, however it has 
not been applied to another context. 
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Dependability describes the consistency of how the results could be repeated in order to find a 
similar result. By being transparent in the study and documenting all aspects of changes and 
unexpected incidents in the results. 
Confirmability is measured by the objectivity when assessing the results and to what degree the 
research results are correlated with the collected data when inspected by other researchers. 
Since the research is qualitative, it will consist of subjective interpretations. 
  
The study is mainly meant to highlight aspects of primary packaging. Therefore, there is not an 
incentive to withhold information or keep to a bias from the researchers point of view. The 
representatives from the companies will be subjective and may withhold or embellish certain 
information from the researchers as they have a bias toward their company. Despite having 
identical questions acting as basis, the interview was semi-structured, meaning different 
questions could be posed to different interviewees. The interviews were scheduled to be equally 
long in order to provide equal amounts of information, however actual times differed by 
approximately ten minutes. During the interviews over telephone some static interrupted certain 
sentences of the interview and are transcribed as inaudible. The interviews were presented 
identically to each case company. 
The interviews were conducted in English in order to increase the accuracy and prevent 
anything to be lost in translation. As English is not the interview subjects first language there 
might be inaccuracies in the answers provided. It may be of concern that the study was limited 
to three interview opportunities and would have benefited of an increased number of data 
sourcing. 
  
3.10 Ethical Perspective and Societal Issues 
  
The study considered the Institutional Review Board process for informed consent (Bui, 2009). 
These include a written consent where participants sign a form indicating they agree to 
participate in the study. A similar outcome can be reached by verbal consent or waiver of 
documentation of consent (Institutional Review Board, 2019). In practice this occurred when 
the interviewer requested to record the interviewee, and requested if the subject wanted to be 
anonymous. Ideally, the message of consent is clearly expressed and understood by the 
participants. The study aimed at achieving this by providing every external part of the research 
with sufficient and transparent information at the moment the questions were sent out, before 
each interview. 
  
The thesis contributes, in part, knowledge regarding sustainable research by studying premium 
companies packaging strategy and visualizing their priorities, including sustainability. This will 
provide information that may help companies to gain knowledge and motivation on how to 
implement sustainable development in their strategy. 
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4 Results 
 
The interviews were based on the three main categories: communication, innovation and 
environmental sustainability, with additional subcategories. The results section is based on 
answers provided in semi structured interviews complemented with additional sources. The 
interview results will be presented, grouped in the aforementioned categories. Additionally, 
this chapter contains diagrams and tables of the interview results. 
 
4.1 Communication 
 
Pastillfabriken and Björk and Berries emphasize their strategy to appear genuine. In the case of 
Pastillfabriken, the history of Gävle and the tradition regarding confectionary is visualized in 
the packaging by bearing a vintage appearance. The last century Gävle has hosted almost 40 
confectionary candy makers (Wallström, 2019) motivating Pastillfabriken to continue the 
tradition (Boström, 2015).  This is also the reason why a segment of their products is packed in 
an aluminum case representing the original casing of pastilles. Wallström (2019) discusses that 
he would like to continue the legacy of such industries in Gävle and explains that he wants to 
create a feeling of familiarity in the package, as if the consumer had previously come in contact 
with it. The vintage design also interests their older consumers who are loyal to the brands. 
Despite Pastillfabriken introducing their product in 2014, Wallström says their consumers 
believe the company has long been established on the market suggesting this is a result of the 
vintage packaging. The older consumer can be persistent in choosing their brand. 
Pastillfabriken aims to win customers over by adding the word “Original” to the Eucalyptus 
flavor. At first the company wanted a flip top box similar to their competitor Läkerol, but this 
proved more expensive. Wallström adds that it is important for the company to have a 
packaging that acts as a silent salesman, and that the packaging conveys a message of high 
quality and tradition. As stated by Wallström Pastillfabriken wants to combine the feeling of 
choosing an environmentally sustainable product as well as a product which communicates 
exclusivity, and the aluminum packaging Pastillfabriken offers carries a more exclusive 
aesthetic than paper. Currently Pastillfabriken is experimenting with a new graphic design with 
a modern take, however still on the same packaging base, material and shape. The core 
customer, according to Wallström, is an active woman aged between 25 to 45 years.   
 
ACO follows a color-coding principle in their products. Normal skin is represented by a blue 
packaging, dry skin in pink and oily skin is represented by a green color. Andersson adds that 
this is a simple way of communicating skin types in pharmacies. There are multiple ways to 
communicate if a product is in the premium or budget category. Andersson describes how a 
slim tube will communicate exclusivity compared to a broader package. The font and shape is 
another important addition to communicate exclusiveness. However, there is a balance as ACO 
does not want to appear overly exclusive as that would alienate the core customer. It has to be 
in alignment with the brand. The designers can regulate the feeling of the package depending 
of the aesthetical design. Andersson expands on the feeling associated with the packaging, 
suggesting it has an impact on the premium perception when interacted with. If the packaging 
communicates a flimsy feeling, the customer will not pay a higher price for the product 
(Andersson, 2019) 
 
Björk and Berries differentiate themselves by using more expensive printing techniques such 
as basting, lacking and silkscreen, separating them from lower costing brands. Hesselman 
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describes the design language as traditional and simple. The materials differ from lower prized 
competitors, in that the company uses a waxed paper for the barsoaps instead of plastic 
wrapping. Björk and Berries want to communicate a story regarding the brand involving 
Sweden and its traditions through their packaging, as well as appearing genuine and neutral. 
Hesselman mentions that their bath salt is called “from the garden bath salt” as the flowers and 
herbs included are handpicked. According to Hesselman, Björk and Berries differentiate 
themselves from brands marketed as ecological since the latter may use brown bottles and a 
“do it yourself” approach. Brown is generally viewed as a color associated with recycling, 
Hesselman adds. In contrast, Björk and Berries adopted a minimalistic design approach with 
colorful graphic design. Gold accents have also been selected to indicate a feminine luxurious 
aesthetic. Hesselman does not believe that the premium feel lies in the gold as it is derived from 
other aspects. As the ingredients are minimalistic so is the packaging design. Björk and Berries 
use transparent materials. Plastic and glass is used so the consumer can see the contents of the 
packaging, contributing to the genuine perception aimed at. Björk and Berries rely on that the 
brand evokes emotions for the consumer. Hesselman believes the company's core customer is 
a 25 year old environmentally sustainable conscious consumer, sharing Björk and Berries brand 
values.    
 
4.2 Innovation 
 
Andersson explains packaging innovation as a way for the consumer to receive added benefits 
when dispensing the contents of the product. Consumers may prefer a spray rather than a lotion 
and thus a useful innovation would allow traditional non-sprayable contents to be sprayed. 
Another example includes packaging that achieves the same functionality but minimizes the 
material. ACO was nominated in the Swedish Beauty Awards in the category “Innovation of 
the year” for enabling a dense moisturizing body cream to travel up a spraying tube, resulting 
in a more accessible application (Swedish Beauty Awards, 2019). Hesselman considers Björk 
and berries ways of using unconventional materials in part as innovation. The ways in which 
Björk and berries profiles itself in terms of graphical design is novel compared to the 
competition based on natural and organic skincare products (Hesselman, 2019). Pastillfabriken 
uses a traditional design, however points out the aluminum casing, conventionally seen as a 
vintage aesthetic mixed with modern graphic design is novel seen to the competition. 
 
4.2.1 Usability 
 
Wallström also emphasizes the value of using the package as a silent salesman, a way for the 
package to sell the product (Wyrzykowski, 2019)). Wallström described issues regarding 
information on how to use and open the package. Past experiences from confectionary 
conglomerate Cloetta also highlighted the problems. In alignment, Björk and Berries (2019) 
underline the importance of usability and that the customer must understand how to apply the 
product. Andersson (2019) mentions prioritization in choosing a type of packaging so that it 
fits the intended purpose from a mainly technical point of view. If the product is intended to be 
placed in the shower or on a shelf different cases are required. There are also category standards 
linked with both color and packaging type in cosmetics (ISO 22715, 2016). The contents of the 
package will dictate the design and usability of the product.  
The design needs to take into consideration how the contents of the packaging can be accessed, 
flip- contra screw top. Andersson also addresses to consider the inclusion of transportation 
when designing the package. Wallström sees tradeoffs in usability contra sustainability when 
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reflecting on the soft plastic packages which limit the capability to reseal the package. One of 
Pastillfabrikens competitors, Fisherman’s friend, have adopted a paper-metal blend to provide 
the customer with a sealing option making it more usable, but sacrificing environmental 
sustainability in terms of recycling and material use. Wallström mentions that they are looking 
for a visual solution to instruct the customer about opening and sealing the packaging, adding 
however that it is very challenging to do so.  
 
4.3 Environmental sustainability 
 
Andersson (2019) evaluates the problems linked to the transport efficiency. Transportation in 
the ACO strategy tries to maximize the amount of units shipped per transport. Emphasis is put 
on ACO ordering the accurate amount of packaging materials, avoiding the need to scrap 
materials. This includes the calculated shelf life of the product, partly dictated by the packaging 
used. An eye cream may not reach a volume past 15 milliliters as it will not be used up before 
the end of its shelf life. The strategy continues by enabling the customer to maximize the ability 
to empty the packaging by making the design of the package easy to completely dispense and 
therefore reduce scraps post customer. ACO uses testing methods to determine of how much 
that is allowed to be left in the package after use.  To use materials other than plastic is 
something ACO is considering but has not yet implemented. Recycled plastic is more realistic 
than biodegradables as the contents of the packaging does not allow for it. Andersson believes 
that ACO might use a plant-based PE or post-consumer recycled material as a replacement for 
unrecyclable laminate or nylon in the future. Today ACO mainly uses polyethylene and 
polypropylene.  
 
Pastillfabriken uses a paper-plastic composite, claiming it is environmentally better because of 
the reduced plastic use. Wallström (2019) declares that Pastillfabriken has a sustainable and 
ecological vision, but admits that some parts are easier than others. At first the company used 
only plastic in their packaging however transitioned to a composite because plastic did not fit 
the company narrative. Today the company is working on a product that is free from plastic 
claiming the composite acts as a gate to that future. In addition the company offers an aluminum 
casing for the more expensive products. Hesselman of Björk and Berries states that the company 
continually updates their products as new discoveries in sustainability emerges, and that being 
sustainable is the company’s main focus evidenced by the packaging being 100 percent 
recyclable. The company considers a holistic perspective on the life cycle of the product, from 
idea to waste. Although plastic is the main material used in the packaging, Hesselman does not 
consider it a serious problem in Sweden due to the number of plastic units recycled in Sweden, 
however acknowledges that recycling is mainly related to PET. In 2018 83,3 percent of PET 
plastic was recycled making Sweden the leading recycling nation (Pantamera, 2019). 
Hesselman suggests a system were users trade their package to a recycle vendor and receives a 
small payment, reminiscent of the Swedish system for recycling PET and aluminum cans. Björk 
and Berries encourage their customers to recycle the packaging on their products, giving the 
information that everything is recyclable. Additionally, the company is working with 
production facilities reputed to have high standards related to environmental policies as well as 
green electricity. Stating that the most sustainable option is not always the most cost-efficient 
option, Björk and Berries prioritizes the former because of the value to the brand. Hesselman 
means the company focuses on local production and sourcing in order to reduce transportation 
and not be dependent on distant countries, i e China. Björk and Berries logistics center is close 
to the production facilities, preventing unnecessary transportation.  
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Björk and Berries is investigating biodegradable options, however, due to the compatibility 
issues in relation to the contents it is not always compliant; this makes alternative material use 
in cosmetics challenging. Like Andersson of ACO, Hesselman also emphasizes the importance 
of a maximized shelf life in order to reduce scraps, adding that the company does not produce 
any scraps. Solid bottles aid in sustaining a longer shelf life. The company uses an outlet where 
defect products are sent and sold for a reduced price, referring to it being the reason for the 
company’s absence of waste. Hesselman wants to retain the premium feeling of opening a 
newly purchased item while reducing the amount of wrapping material avoiding an 
unproportionally large package compared to the size of the product. 
 
4.4 Exclusiveness 
 
Andersson is hesitant to calling ACO a premium company, naming it instead a general brand. 
ACO distributes their products exclusively through pharmacies. Pharmacies have strict 
regulations on what is included in the formula, the company is forced to use high quality 
ingredients in their product (Apoteket, 2019). Competitors such as Barnängen retail in 
convenience stores and is therefore not obliged to follow the same guidelines. This means 
ACO’s competitors can ship considerably larger volumes (Andersson, 2019). The combined 
factors result in higher priced products, making the company exclusive. ACO produces shower 
cream priced 136 percent (Apoteket, 2019) higher than Barnängen (Coop, 2019).   
 
Nor is Björk and Berries to be considered a premium company, but in the category between 
budget and premium according to Hesselman (2019). The company uses more expensive 
packaging materials, glass, and printing techniques and this separates them from budget brands. 
Because of the limited quantities there is room for manual labor when attaching the labels. The 
company focuses on the formulas and high quality ingredients. Hesselman believes the 
aesthetics of the packaging contributes to the impression of perceived quality. Björk and Berries 
offers an exfoliating bar soaps for a 1006 percent higher price than Dove two-pack beauty cream 
bar soap (Coop, 2019 and Björk and Berries, 2019). 
 
Pastillfabriken distributes two types of packaging solutions. The plastic-paper composite is sold 
in retail stores locally in Gävle. The metal case is exclusively sold in selected locations and 
usually purchased as gifts (Wallström, 2019). It is a challenge for Pastillfabriken to produce the 
metal casing since it is expensive to manufacture. Wallström believes the graphic design, in 
combination with the physical feeling of the packaging, contributes to the perceived 
interpretation of exclusiveness found in the products.     
 
The company have entered into partnership with Mackmyra whisky, a conscious choice as it 
subscribes to similar values as Pastillfabriken, quality and tradition (Wallström, 2019). 
Pastillfabrikens paper-plastic case has a price increase of 80 percent at the same volume 
compared to the competitors mentioned by Wallström, Läkerol and Fishermans Friend 
(Ninasmat, 2019).  
 
4.5 Materials  
 
In addition to the findings, it was also seen that packaging material plays an important role, 
however its role seemed to be interlinked and overlapping with all three categories; i.e 
Wallström (2019) refers to packaging material as a means to communicate exclusiveness. Björk 
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and Berries focus on recyclable materials and materials that do not have a negative impact on 
the ecosystem. They are also searching for materials that are a hundred percent biodegradable 
and invest in finding innovative-sustainable packaging. It was of value for us to explore more 
on the materials side and define it as an individual category. The diagram below shows how 
materials are interlinked in the packaging strategy with innovation, communication and 
environmental sustainability.  
 

 
Figure 3 Material role in premium packaging 
 
The results above were concluded and visualized (see figure 3) based on the times the subjects 
mentioned materials role in the three topics. Therefore, an individual category was created for 
materials, as well as three subcategories; material sustainability, material communication and 
material innovation. Similarly, the coding process selected the material topic within the three 
categories and accordingly placed in either of the three materials subcategories as shown. 

4.6 Competitive Advantage 
  
Environmental sustainability and recycling are placed at the top of the packaging strategy of 
Björk and Berries. Hesselman believes their competitive advantage comes from the materials 
and the graphic design. She points out that unlike other ecological brands they use more colorful 
and vibrant packaging as well as higher quality printing techniques (Hesselman, 2019). 
Wallström of Pastillfabriken states the advantage comes from the consumer experience when 
holding the package and feeling the material. Pastillfabriken views the vintage design of their 
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packaging to be the driving force for their competitive edge. The founders wanted to give the 
consumer a sense of familiarity when handling the package. The company motivates this by 
expressing a pride of Gävles history and therefore producing a traditional vintage design.  
Andersson of ACO, on the other hand, stresses the importance of usability and innovation. 
Moreover, she believes they are the forces of the competitive advantage. Usability could drive 
and deliver an added value an “extra benefit” as she states.  
Nevertheless, Andersson stresses that usability and openability are determinants of the choice 
of materials. Thus, ACO’s packaging strategy is delivered through the usability and innovation 
of their products. 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Three dimensional competitive advantage in case companies.  
 
4.7 Packaging Strategy 
 
The packaging strategy will be interpreted based on the three dimensions of this research. The 
packaging strategy of the three case companies is presented in the below figures. Pastillfabriken 
has a narrow packaging strategy focusing significantly on communication (see figure 5), 
whereas Björk and Berries emphasize environmental sustainability primarily followed by 
communication (see figure 6). Finally, ACO has a broader packaging strategy, encapsulating 
communication followed by innovation with little focus on environmental sustainability (see 
figure 7).  
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Figure 5 Pastillfabriken primary packaging strategy. 
 
 

     
Figure 6 Björk and Berries primary packaging strategy. 
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 Figure 7 ACO primary packaging strategy. 
 
4.8 Results after coding 
 
The three main categories of this research are communication, innovation and environmental 
sustainability. However, depending on the outcome of the interviews, new categories such as 
exclusiveness and materials have been added. All categories are visualized in table 2. The 
accumulation of all the aforementioned categories and their subcategories is used to answer the 
research questions. 
The packaging strategy graphs presented below were created on the basis of the coded 
transcripts within the selected categories (see table 2). Each category consisted of subcategories 
that where within the broader researched area i.e. communication being the category and is 
consisted of the following subcategories (Persona, graphic design, appearance and printing 
techniques, brand image and emotions). The coded material was then quantified through the 
coverage percentage area as explained in the methods part. Accordingly, the coverage 
percentage area was exported to excel, where spider diagrams were chosen. Table 2 shows the 
categories and subcategories of the dimensions taken in consideration of the premium primary 
packaging strategy for the case companies with a coverage percentage for each category the 
sum of the three case companies is shown as the total. 
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                Table 2 Categories and subcategories for case companies with figures. 
 

 
 
 
It can be seen that competitive advantage has the highest coverage percentage total. However, 
it varies in each of the case companies. Figure 8 is a visualization of table 2, representing the 
pattern as combined from the premium packaging strategy of the case companies. 
 

 
 Figure 8 Chart of categories and subcategories for case companies with figures. 
 
It is evident from figure 8 that Pastillfabriken emphasizes quality and authenticity in their 
packaging strategy, which also explains why they are the leading in brand image and emotions. 
According to Wallström (2019) this is the driving force of their competitive advantage in 
packaging. On the other hand, Björk and Berries focuses on environmental sustainability, they 
are concerned about the materials used and the remains of their packaging and contents 
(Hesselman, 2019). Whereas innovation followed by usability represents the leading force for 
ACO’s packaging strategy despite the relatively small representation seen in figure 8. 
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Reflecting on the initial three leg model; when plotting the premium packaging strategy, as seen 
in figure 9 communication shows the highest involvement, whereas environmental 
sustainability comes next and lastly innovation with very minimal involvement. Figure 9  shows 
the premium packaging strategy according to the three forces, based on the three case 
companies. 
 
  
 
 
 

 
  Figure 9 Three forces model determining premium packaging strategy. 
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5 Analysis  
 
In the following chapter the data collected presented in the result section will be analyzed, 
discussed and linked to the theoretical framework in order to address the research questions. 
 
5.1 The communicative approach. 
 
5.1.1 Storytelling, association and location 
 
Björk and Berries and Pastillfabriken both emphasize genuineness in conjunction with a focus 
on storytelling. It is notable that both focus on different areas of genuineness based on the 
difference in profiling between the companies. Björk and Berries aims to communicate 
genuineness based on their ecological and organic marketing terms, such as “ecoluxury”. The 
company dedicates the majority of their branding to communicate stories concerning Sweden, 
nature, organic and ecological themes (Björk and Berries, 2019). By doing so the brand aims 
to receive trustworthiness and connect with their target consumer, supported by Costa (2019), 
stating storytelling is a popular strategy to connect with consumers. Costa calls humanity the 
modern form of premium, and refers to a fast moving internet society were interactions fade, 
the human touch becomes scarce and the way of conducting business occurs digitally. As the 
average customer passes by 300 items per minute (Rundh, 2005) brands have to differentiate 
themselves in order to get noticed and be attractive to the consumer. Björk and Berries (2019) 
uses storytelling in order to connect to their target audience, described by Hesselman (2019) as 
the conscious consumer. By giving products a descriptive title, “From the garden”, the company 
profiles themselves as organic and communicates a message about the product, supported by 
Sogn-Grundvag and Østli (2009) theory of message communication. By describing the 
recycling process on their packaging, the company aims to communicate an image of itself as 
environmentally sustainable. The materials used in the packaging aims to validate the 
company’s stance on environmental issues. By using waxed paper as a package to the soapbars, 
the material itself becomes a selling argument apart from the main function of the soap (Wells 
et al. 2007). Provided that the soap itself is similar between competing companies, the consumer 
can choose to make a statement by choosing the soap with the more environmentally sustainable 
package; thus, the packaging gives the product an added value in agreement with Gonzalez et 
al. (2007). These factors in combination creates a brand storytelling made to entice consumers 
and associate the company with the specified qualities. However, when choosing material for 
perceived sustainability purposes, Steenins et al. (2017) concluded that consumers have 
differing opinions regarding perceived material sustainability. Since sustainability can refer to 
multiple aspects such as recyclability, reusability or the excessive use of packaging the 
communication strategy may confuse the consumers. The material in combination with 
graphical design will further impact the perceived sustainability of a product. Since Björk and 
Berries differentiate their brand from traditional ecological companies it might create 
miscommunication regarding their desired perception, as the company aims to be perceived as 
environmentally sustainable. For example, by using transparent materials Björk and Berries 
attempt to increase the genuineness of their products by showing the contents of the packaging. 
Using glass however may according to Steenins et al. (2017) have negative effects depending 
on the perception the customer has of glass from an environmental viewpoint, as glass is 
resource intensive in production and physically heavy in transportation (Marsh and Bugusu, 
2007). Similarly, attitudes may be influenced by the media resulting in material changes as it 
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changes customer preferences (Rundh, 2005). Related to Steenins et al. (2017) theory of 
perception, companies can use distinctive colors to associate its product to different categories 
(Lyons and Wien, 2017). By using the color green the company can associate their product with 
environmental sustainability, and by using red they can convey exclusivity. This is underused 
in all three companies which instead uses colors associated with Scandinavia, mainly muted 
colors such as light blue and white (Kindelan, 2018). 
 
Related to Björk and Berries communicative approach, a similar scenario can be found in the 
case of Pastillfabriken where the confectionery traditions of Gävle play an important role in the 
product and packaging, much like Wiedmann's el al. (2011) theory regarding the importance of 
brand heritage. Wallström (2019) underlines the significance of industry history and the 
purpose to reestablish a traditional confectionery. However, unlike well established brands, 
Pastillfabriken is a young company merely acting as a traditional brand. By adopting a vintage 
casing and traditional graphic design, the company attempts to associate itself as a part of 
Gävles confectionery heritage. This strategy has been successful as the consumers perceives 
the company to be established before the company's launch (Wallström, 2019). The materials 
used in the metal packaging also attempts to integrate with the historical brands, as a result the 
company reaches an older audience starved of content. By adding the word “Original” to their 
product flavoured Eucalyptus, it further simulates the heritage brands and attracts the targeted 
consumer (Wallström, 2019).  
  
Location has an effect of the perceived quality of a product, since it is perceived to be lowered 
when manufacturing takes place in a developing country (Wu and Fu, 2007). Both Björk and 
Berries and Pastillfabriken utilize this as it is a vital part of their branding and packaging since 
both companies produce their products locally, however with emphasis on different 
characteristics of Sweden. Björk and Berries wants the consumer to identify the company with 
nature, organic and ecological values, thus utilizing cues appropriate to the value words but 
also relevant to Sweden. The first word in the company name refers to the birch tree, which 
according to the company is known as the life giving tree and the company's signature 
ingredient. The company continues by stating the tree symbolises their mission to create natural, 
organic and clean skincare inspired by the Swedish nature. The leef of the tree is symbolised as 
their logo on the packaging. Within the “About us” section of the companies websites 
inclinations of the word Sweden appears 28 times, and for Pastillfabriken seven times 
(Björkandberries, 2019 and Pastillfabriken, 2019). According to Wu and Fu (2011) and Costa 
(2019) this strategy will have a positive effect on the perceived quality of the brand. Similarly, 
Pastillfabriken uses Sweden as a vital part of their brand to legitimize the quality of their candy. 
Unlike Björk and Berries, Pastillfabriken specifies the city due to factual historical events in 
Gävles history. Björk and Berries, on the other hand, capitalizes on the perception and image 
Sweden evokes. 
 
Worth noting is that both the smaller businesses capitalizes on communicating local and 
heritage storytelling whereas ACO does not. Instead, ACO’s communication strategy aims to 
be more functional than Pastillfabriken and Björk and Berries. ACO uses a structure on how to 
organize different skin types, making it easier to discover, and minimise customer confusion in 
an otherwise potentially overcrowded market (Rundh, 2005 and Sogn-Grundvag and Østli, 
2009). It aims to provoke the attention of the customer and transmits a message in a simple 
manner in correlation with Kuvykaites et al. (2009) theory. To communicate a premium product 
a slimmer shape and distinctive fonts is recommended (Andersson, 2019). The literature 
referenced does not support Anderssons (2019) statement of alienating the core customers by 
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appearing exclusive. However, Anderssons (2019) conclusion that packaging materials have an 
impact on the premium perception is supported by Gonzalez (2007).  
 
5.1.2 Verbal and Nonverbal 
 
All of the case companies use verbal and nonverbal forms of communication found in Smith 
and Taylors (2004) literature. Björk and Berries focuses on verbal dimensions to a greater extent 
by emphasising the environmental values of the company, leading them to the decisions of their 
packaging design and materials. This is done on several levels. First, by providing information 
about the natural ingredients on the package it serves not only as regulatory information (ISO 
22715, 2016) but also as a competitive advantage against competitors using chemicals. Second, 
the producer and country of origin both are effective communication tools as Sweden is viewed 
as a quality originator and producing country supported by Wu and Fu, (2011) theory regarding 
the significance of brand origin. Similarly, Pastillfabriken shares a similar strategy as most of 
the qualities listed apply to them as well. However, the company accentuates its association to 
the confectionery traditions of Gävle. Apparent in the graphic, color, form and material is that 
everything is connected to the vintage design. ACO separates itself by relying on neither the 
origin nor the production location. Instead ACO chooses to emphasize functionality, usability, 
technicality and the feeling of the package, confirmed by their slogan: ACO presents a new 
feeling.  
  
5.2 The innovative approach. 
 
ACO mainly chooses packaging based on the intended purpose from a technical point of view 
(Andersson, 2019), correlating with Mohammadi et al. (2015) stating that the role of technology 
in packaging is to meet consumers needs and requirements. Openability, the shape and size of 
the package, depending on the function of the product are major categories that define the 
packaging strategy for ACO according to Andersson (2019). Supporting Pousette et al. (2014) 
argument that the shape and the instruction of opening the product when deciding the packaging 
design package motivate future purchases of the product. Moreover, ACO is nominated for 
multiple awards from the Swedish beauty awards (2019), one of the products that is nominated 
is the sprayable lotion for the most innovative product of the year, which is a result of packaging 
and product innovation. This product is scarce in the sense that it is usually sold out. ACO has 
invested in the research and development of this product which complies with Rundh (2005) 
that even a small investment in packaging results in a significant gain in sales. 
Pastillfabriken, on the other hand, does not consider packaging innovation in terms of usability 
nor openability. Nevertheless, Pastillfabriken has achieved the vintage traditional packaging for 
this type of candy. One of their flavors merges a modern design with a vintage aluminum casing, 
which may be regarded as marketing innovation as it has not previously been introduced by 
their competitors, the flavor has according to Wallström (2019) been a success and one of their 
top selling products, providing them with a competitive advantage. Vernuccio et al. (2010) has 
determined the elements of marketing led packaging innovation. These include practical, ideal 
and emotional values that innovative packaging can deliver to users. 
When you look at the aluminum boxes of Pastillfabriken, the company are practical in the sense 
that the boxes can be reused (Marsh et al. 2007). They are ideal to the candies inside, which are 
a traditional type of candies aesthetically fitting the packaging. The aluminum boxes do evoke 
emotions as it gives the consumer a feeling that the product is vintage and therefore an old 
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brand. This also connects to what Pastillfabriken is experiencing with their older consumers 
who are quite loyal to the brand. 
 
5.3 The environmentally sustainable approach. 
 
5.3.1 Transportation 
 
ACO is the only company discussing transportation efficiency. Andersson (2019) describes the 
company strategy to maximise the amount of units shipped per load. Consequently, ACO does 
not have any scrap material (Andersson, 2019). ACO’s strategy to maximise shipping units 
have the potential to reduce emissions as the transportation and manufacturing industries are 
the most prominent source of greenhouse gas emission and contributed 62 million tonnes of 
carbon dioxide in 2016 (Statistics Sweden, 2018). Hesselman (2019) was not as descriptive 
however states the company's logistic center is close to the production facilities, effectively 
preventing unnecessary transportation unlike the rest of the industry, therefore reducing global 
warming according to Wakelands et al. (2012) theory stating transportation from the 
consumable products industry has a significant impact on global warming as it is often shipped 
for longer distances.  
 
5.3.2 Shelf life  
 
ACO considers the shelf life of the product an important part of their sustainable strategy, 
calculating the amount of consumable volume for individual packages (Andersson, 2019). The 
volume amount in each package also affects the amount of transportation needed to be made, 
supported by Vernuccio et al. (2010) stating space-saving optimizes load saturation and 
therefore reduces the amount of delivery vehicles required. The company is not inclined to 
change their packaging material to a biobased solution as it will interact with the contents of 
the package since seventy percent of their products are water based (Andersson, 2019) and 
therefore jeopardize the useful life of their product. Mensitieri et al. (2011) support the 
statement that biopolymers will display performance problems in comparison to synthetic 
polymers, justifying the use of synthetic material for functional use. As with ACO, Björk and 
Berries do not produce scrap material due to the packaging construction being solid prolonging 
its shelf life, as well as to the outlet store the company promotes. 
 
5.3.3 Materials 
 
The conversion to more sustainable materials is something the case companies considers. 
However, packaging materials is required to fulfil tight standards to help the contents maintain 
their level of freshness (Lagarón, 2011). Materials are therefore an important topic of discussion 
as there are concerns regarding aforementioned requirements if biobased materials were to be 
considered (Mensitieri et al. 2011). Plastics have several desirable characteristics wanted in 
packaging such as softening when heating, allowing for easy molding, yet reassuming the 
original shape when returned to room temperature (Marsh and Bugusu, 2007). However, as a 
consequence of the inexpensive material, resource heavy production and non-biodegradable 
attribute, the material is environmentally unsustainable (Marsh and Bugusu, 2007).  
ACO envisions the future of their material strategy to include recycled plastic as biodegradables 
would not allow for the packaging structure, supported by Mensitieri et al. (2011). In 
accordance with the packaging waste directive ACO aims to reduce the amount of material use, 
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something that benefits the rest of the industry as it relates to cost (European Union, 2018). 
Hesselman (2019) reach a similarly conclusion, due to contents compatibility issues it 
complicates the use of any form of biomaterial. Hesselman (2019) would like to reduce the 
described excessive use or packaging material, however it will conflict with the Swedish 
National Food Agency (2019) regulations set for packaging that states the company needs an 
outer package (usually a folding box) to disclose needed information. The paper-plastic 
composite used by Pastillfabriken is used to increase the company's environmentally 
sustainable approach (Wallström, 2019). This is a suitable idea supported by Ashori (2011) 
stating that fibers in plants are suitable to reinforce plastics since the material is strong and stiff, 
has low density, cost and CO2 emissions. Given the information provided it must be presumed 
that the most important part remains to be the main functions as suggested by Vernuccio et al. 
(2010), including safeguarding of the thermal, physical and chemical-bacteriological integrity 
of the main contaminants of the product. Since the ingredients of the product offered by 
Pastillfabriken include preservative ingredients, it allows for a less protective package. 
 
5.3.4 Recycling 
 
Björk and Berries claim their packaging is 100 percent recyclable and also provides instructions 
for how to do so, effectively promoting it. This can be classified as a form of nudging in support 
of the Swedish Environmental Protection agency’s (2014) study, which concludes that nudging 
can be a tool to influence people to make sustainable decisions. As Hesselman (2019) continues 
she states that it is not a severe problem as the recycling in Sweden is relatively high, 83,3 
percent (Pantamera, 2019). However, when considering the recycling of plastic packaging in 
general the number decreases to 44 percent (The Swedish Environmental Protection agency, 
2019). Hesselman also considers plastic waste in the ocean to be a milder concern, since stated 
that it is less prevalent in Sweden and Europe. According to Keep Sweden Tidy (2019) plastic 
is the most prevalent material of waste found in the ocean. Plastic littered in the ocean may not 
remain in the same location, but can float outside the borders of Europe. Pastillfabriken uses 
two materials in their packaging strategy, aluminum and paper-plastic composite. According to 
Mitchell et al. (2014) there are limited options when recycling paper-plastic composites. The 
aluminum casing used, however, has suitable attributes to be recycled as it has the ability to be 
reclaimed and processed into new material (Marsh and Bugusu, 2007). 
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5.4 The Overlap Effect 
 
The initial categories that were the foundation of this research were communication, innovation 
and environmental sustainability. However, as the interviews were conducted an overlap of the 
categories and the subcategories were discovered. The packaging materials are used as a way 
to communicate exclusiveness as Wallström (2019) argued, referring to the elevation of 
exclusivity when packaged in paper compared to plastics, because of the emotional appeal it 
evokes. Conversely, materials are employed by Björk and Berries to convey an environmentally 
conscious brand. Hesselman (2019) argues that they are constantly looking for materials that 
are sustainable and genuine. Additionally, Andersson (2019) discusses how materials can 
contribute to the usability of the package. It is not preferred to have a lot of product remaining 
in the package that can not be pumped out or sprayed. Thus, it is evident that materials 
contribute into reflecting usability. 
Figure 10 shows that the employment of materials in environmental sustainability has the 
highest representation according to the interviews followed by material communication, while 
material employment in innovation has the lowest representation. Despite the fact that 
packaging materials did have an overlap effect with the three dimensions of this research, rather 
than being an independent category which does not exist in previous literature. However, this 
effect does not rule out the combining effect of packaging materials with the three dimensions. 
Meaning that the strategy of deploying materials combined material innovation and material 
communication. Thus, there was a correlation between the material category and the three 
dimensions as shown in table 3. 
 
                     Table 3 Material overlap matrix.  
 

Dimensions Material 
communicat
ion 

Material 
innovation 

Material 
sustainability 

Communication 3 1 0 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

1 0 18 

Innovation 0 0 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     Figure 10 Material overlap correlation with three dimensions. 
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5.5 Competitive Advantage 
 
Björk and Berries prioritize environmental sustainability and the recycling of their packages in 
their packaging strategy, which they want to convey through the communicative approach of 
materials and graphic design (Hesselman (2019). When asked about what provides a 
competitive advantage, Hesselman (2019) answered that it is due to the materials and the 
graphic design. Hesselman (2019) believes their competitive edge lies in the fact that their 
packaging, unlike other organic brands, is not the typical brown bag packing. Hesselman (2019) 
argues that unlike other organic brands the company have more colorful and vibrant packaging. 
Thus, to deliver this competitive edge they use higher quality printing techniques (Hesselman, 
2019). Rundh (2009) discusses the role of higher quality printing techniques in delivering 
luxurious or prestigious appeal. “I believe the advantage is the feeling the consumer gets when 
they take the package in their hand, so I think it’s the material”, Wallström answered regarding 
the competitive advantage of their packaging. Pastillfabriken sees that the vintage design of 
their packaging is also a driving force for their competitive edge, which is derived from the 
underlying idea that the owners want to communicate with the packaging; that it reflects the 
history of Gävle in the sense that it feels familiar in the eyes of the consumer. Wallström states 
that he wanted a vintage design and something traditional since they are proud of their history. 
Wallström believes selling their aluminum boxes in gift shops is a manifestation of their vintage 
strategy, providing them with a competitive advantage. This supports Rundh (2005) argument 
of employing resources in a superior way compared to their competitors, which results in a 
competitive advantage. Andersson (2019) states that the packaging itself could be used as a 
competitive advantage, and usability is the driver for sustaining it. The sprayable lotion was 
challenging to produce from a technical point of view. Andersson discusses that usability could 
drive and deliver an added value as an extra benefit. moreover, Andersson adds that usability 
and openability are determinants of the choice of materials. Thus, ACO’s packaging is delivered 
through the usability combined with innovation. 
  

 
Figure 11 Competitive advantage on company level. 
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5.6 Packaging strategy 
 
Pastillfabriken did not specifically name the goal reaching plan they had a strategy, as defined 
by Harckham (1989), nor did they have a well defined framework. However, the packaging 
strategy was a result of an accumulation of visions the founders had, such as the history of 
Gävle, Pastillfabriken wanted to reflect. Pastillfabriken prioritized to reflect exclusiveness by 
communicating it through materials and the design of the package in order to attract an older 
demographic, which is supported by Wells et al. (2007) argument about packaging representing 
one of the most important platforms for communicating the brand message directly to the target 
consumer. Nevertheless, it can be seen in figure 12 that Pastillfabriken is overlooking the two 
other dimensions and specifically the innovation dimension. According to Harckham (1989) 
Pastillfabriken would benefit by adopting a holistic strategy which would make it easier when 
combining packaging-related functions, impacting the overall performance. 
Pastillfabriken’s decision to use vintage aluminum boxes was due to the story they wanted to 
tell. Wallström’s stated that consumers should have a feeling of recognition associated to brand. 
A familiar feeling through the communicative approach is the driving force to impact the 
packaging strategy, in correlation with Porter (1996), defining strategy as the creation of a 
unique and valuable position, involving activities that are different from those of the rivals. 
 

         
Figure 12 Pastillfabriken primary packaging strategy. 
 
Similarly, Björk and Berries packaging strategy is emphasized in the materials and graphic 
design. From storytelling to the choice of names given to the products, they have a premium 
packaging strategy that supports their slogan “Ecoluxury”, supporting the silent salesman 
approach. Nevertheless, figure 13 shows that Björk and Berries premium packaging strategy is 
overlooking innovation significantly, which can be problematic in the long run since 
Esmaeilpour et al. (2010) argues that highly selected packages by consumers are those with 
newer technologies. 
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Figure 13 Björk and Berries premium packaging strategy. 
 
Although ACO’s premium packaging strategy shows that communication has the highest 
involvement (see figure 14), ACO chooses to project premiumness through communicating 
innovation and usability. Thus, an overlap could be noticed in this regard. Furthermore, ACO 
emphasises the role of usability and packaging innovation in the packaging strategy which 
justifies ACO’s nomination for the most innovative brand of the year.  Rundh (2005) argues 
that innovation in packaging is a key strategy for remaining competitive and to survive in the 
global market.  Moreover, when looking at the premium packaging strategy diagram (see figure 
14) it is evident that ACO has a balanced packaging strategy confirming Harckham’s (1989) 
argument on the holistic view. ACO’s products are only sold in the Nordic pharmacies forcing 
the company to adhere to specific regulations set by pharmacies leading to higher prices 
(Apoteket, 2019). This confirms the premium definition concluded by Quelch (1987) that a 
premium product is intended to generate overall higher quality and price perceptions through 
additional attributes and selective distribution, indicating to the consumer if it is justifiable to 
pay a premium price (Grunert et al, 2004). However, there is a balance as ACO does not want 
to appear overly exclusive as that would alienate the core customer. It has to be in alignment 
with the brand. 
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Figure 14 ACO’s premium packaging strategy. 
 
When interviewing Björk and Berries and ACO, neither wanted to be defined as premium 
brands. Andersson, stated that when comparing the price of ACO brands to other well 
established premium brands, ACO does not qualify as one. Hesselman also denied being a 
premium brand. This may have to do with the balance the companies are afraid to upset, namely 
that if a company appears overly exclusive it will alienate the core consumer (Andersson, 2019).  
 
Figure 15 shows the packaging strategy prioritized in three premium companies according to 
the three dimensions, communication, environmental sustainability and innovation. 
Communication peaks as the most employed dimension to focus on, followed by environmental 
sustainability, whereas innovation falls short with the least involvement in premium packaging 
strategy. Despite the fact that ACO emphasis innovation in their packaging strategy, innovation 
is still the lowest area focused on as the two other case companies do not give it as much focus. 
This could be due to the fact that ACO is a well established company that has been in operation 
since 1946. Their strategy of employing innovation has potentially aided them to sustain the 
competitive advantage supported by Rundhs (2005) argument that innovation in packaging is a 
key strategy for remaining competitive and to survive in the global market. As well as 
Vernuccio et al. 2010 argument that a continuous search for a competitive advantage has 
intensified the level of innovation in packaging. On the other hand, both Pastillfabriken and 
Björk and Berries are relatively young companies, the former established in 2014 and the latter 
in 2006. ACO’s visualized diagram shows a wider spread in their strategy being the most 
holistic company as to the themes studied. This is probably also due to the company being the 
oldest and most established of the three. Björk and Berries is the second oldest company whose 
diagram also shows the second widest spread regarding the themes. Lastly, Pastillfabrikens 
spread is quite narrow logically correlated to being the youngest of the companies studied. ACO 
incorporating a holistic strategy in combination with them prevailing in the market and 
supported by Harckham (1989) it would further benefit the smaller case companies to adapt a 
balanced packaging strategy. 
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Figure 15 Three dimensions involvement in premium packaging strategy. 
 
5.7 Reflections 
 
It was noted that the strategy of the companies differs based on how the companies aim to be 
perceived. There appears to be a tendency for the smaller companies to emphasize location and 
heritage more than the larger brands, since the smaller companies focus more on the local retail 
market. When a smaller company focuses on environmental sustainability or heritage, this 
defines their entire approach and it is present throughout their packaging strategy. As a result, 
it also communicates the perception about the product. By using storytelling it is easier for the 
consumer to relate the product to a feeling or to an attribute. This is why Pastillfabriken uses 
the word “original” on their candy tablets since the older consumer tends towards conservatism. 
Similarly, Björk and Berries use the phrase “from the garden” to attract consumers valuing 
organic products and packaging.  It is logical that a smaller case company focuses on specific 
areas as they do not have the resources to create a holistic strategy covering all. In contrast, 
ACO does, and whereas the other companies do not have a strategy for innovation, ACO 
incorporates innovation in their packaging strategy. 
 
Two of the case companies would not describe themselves as premium. There may be a 
downside to being perceived as a premium company, as this may alienate parts of the customer 
base. Björk and Berries may not want the ecologically conscious consumer to associate the 
brand with premium companies with less focus on the environment. ACO does not want to be 
categorized as premium, perhaps because it appears out of place, especially in Sweden due to 
the government funded healthcare system, to sell premium products in pharmacies. However, 
the companies give several examples on how they project exclusivity. Several factors result in 
a competitive advantage one described as the emotional appeal of a packaging, meaning it is 
not the materials themselves but rather the emotional connection the consumer feels when 
experiencing the packaging. As feeling is an intangible feature it may be a financially viable 
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strategy for smaller brands to strive for, as it will not necessarily increase costs as much as 
investing in research and development in innovation would. 
 
The fact that Swedish companies were chosen may have impacted the results. Since Sweden is 
one of the leading countries when it comes to sustainable development the companies chosen 
may not reflect the position of the global industry. 
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6 Conclusion 
 
In the final chapter, conclusions drawn from the study will be presented. It will address the 
purpose question, and the practical and academic contributions it provides. Finally, it will 
describe the limitation of the study and describe directions for future research. 
 
The case companies value genuineness in their communication strategy, specifically when it is 
connected to the location it is based on. Additionally, they choose to focus on specific attributes 
that communicate stories about the brand also related to the origin of the company. Related, 
materials is used so it correlates with how the company wants to be perceived by the consumer. 
Furthermore, an overlap effect emerged, showing that there is a correlation between the material 
category and the three dimensions, rather than being an independent factor. Larger companies 
use a more holistic packaging strategy incorporating innovation more than smaller companies, 
presumably correlated to their level of establishment, separating them from the other two case 
companies who have invested little in this category. Companies selling their product in 
pharmacies communicates functional and usability attributes. All companies incorporate some 
form of environmental sustainable strategy, however only one predominantly emphasizes it and 
additionally uses it in their communication strategy.  
 
The companies project exclusivity through shape choice, material use, location and heritage 
profiling, price and retail location. The companies are hesitant to be described as premium as it 
might alienate their consumers. The companies have different theories on why their packaging 
might deliver a competitive advantage. In some cases it is due to their use of material and 
graphic design, however others add that a lot lies in the emotional appeal the packaging evokes 
when the consumer holds it, as well as the usability of the packaging.  
 
6.1 Practical contribution  
 
The study will aid new and established corporations missing a dedicated packaging strategy 
related to the categories discussed. Packaging is not an integrated part of every company 
strategy (Motte el al. 2007), and as a newly formed company, focus is usually put on the main 
product. Instead of companies investing time and resources on dedicated research,  this study 
may instead help companies gain further insight by providing information on how established 
and newly formed companies already navigate their packaging strategy regarding 
communication, environmental sustainability and innovation. It provides information from the 
most relevant sources within each of the case companies and generates specified information 
for companies or researchers in the subject of packaging.  
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6.2 Academic contribution  
 
As previous literature has not explored the researched area, this study has contributed with 
information regarding premium primary packaging and served as a portal to premium brand 
owners decisions on packaging strategy regarding communication, environmental 
sustainability and innovation. The study has provided knowledge in the industry of premium 
brand owners prioritization of strategy elements and highlighted key areas of which are most 
important to each specific company and why. Additionally the research has provided insight 
into previous unresearched areas how companies create a competitive advantage using their 
packaging strategy. Finally, it visualizes an overlap effect in how materials are used. 
 
6.3 Limitations  
 
The study is aimed to provide information about the packaging strategy of premium brand 
owners, however it does not take inconsideration any potential financial gain. The study was 
not able to be verified by repetition. The study does not consider the supply chain of packaging. 
The study is limited to three brand owners related to consumable premium packaging. 
 
6.4 Future research 
 
Future research may discover the commercial differences primary packaging strategy generated 
from the point of communication, innovation and environmental sustainability. Additionally, 
studies regarding tradeoffs that may occur depending on the balance of the categories should 
be undertaken.  
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Appendix 1 
 
This appendix is concerned with interview questions.  
  
Questions about primary packaging. 
  
General questions 
  
How does your strategy differ in your budget contra premium products? 
  
What gives your packaging a competitive advantage? 
  
What is your common packaging strategy?  
  
What was your initial focus when designing packages? Why? 
  
Environmental Sustainability 
  
Including but not limited to:  
Co2, recycling, product endurance, eco efficiency, scraps, disposal, littering, protection, dust 
spill. 
  
How do you reflect on sustainability in regards to your packaging? 
  
What is the strategy regarding the aforementioned sustainable approaches?  
  
Innovation 
  
Including but not limited to new way of:  
Value creator for the consumer, dosage, new ways to pack, materials, easily unpacked, 
additional usage after unpacking and thermally protected. 
  
What is your idea of packaging innovation? 
  
Does your packaging reflect innovation? How? 
  
How do you achieve innovation in your packaging strategy? 
  
Communication 
  
What the package express to the consumer, including but not limited to:  
Color, shape, what message it conveys, how it sells the product and the connection to the brand. 
  
What do you want your package to communicate? Colors? Shape? Font? 
  
What was the selection, based on the communication strategy? 
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Appendix 2 
 
Figures of some of the products discussed in the thesis 
 
 
 
1 Pastillfabriken Aluminum boxes of their new flavors 

 
Figure 3.1 Pastillfabriken Aluminum boxes of the newest flavor. 
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Figure 3.2 Pastillfabriken Aluminum boxes of the original flavor. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Pastillfabriken paper-plastic composite package. 
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Björk and Berries  
 

 
Figure 3.4 Björk and Berries Bath Salt. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.5 Björk and Berries barsoap. 
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ACO 
 
 

 
Figure 3.6 Sprayable body lotion. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.7 ACO Renewing face oil. 
 
  
  


